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Center Grove Aquatic Club 

2015-2016 Volunteer Agreement 
 

Family Information 
 

Family Name________________________________________________________ 
 

 Swimmer 1________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Swimmer 2________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Swimmer 3________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Swimmer 4________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Email:____________________________________________________Phone:__________________________ 

 

In order to host a successful meet, CGAC MUST have the appropriate number of volunteers.  Without a successful meet, the Club risks 

the chance of visiting teams declining an invite for our next hosted meet.  CGAC counts on its members to volunteer their time to 

promote unity and to enable CGAC to thrive.  Therefore, I understand all CGAC families will be required to earn six volunteer credits 

during the 2014/2015 Short Course season and one volunteer credit during the 2015 Long Course season.  
 

If I am not available to volunteer during a hosted event, I will find an appropriate replacement and communicate this to the Volunteer 

Coordinators.  Appropriate volunteer replacements may include friends or other adult family members.  Family members aged 16 or 

older may volunteer for deck positions only.  If I cannot find a replacement, I will contact the Volunteer Coordinator at 

coordinator@cgacswim.org at least 3 days in advance of the start of the meet to determine if there is anyone who can take the spot.  I 

will work with the Volunteer Coordinator to find a way to fulfill my credit.      
 

If I fail to show up for an assigned work session, and do not find a replacement, I will be assessed a $100 fine.  This fine will be assessed 

per missed event that I sign up for and do not fulfill.  
 

I understand there may be a limited opportunity to donate food or gift cards to fulfill a volunteer credit; however, I may only use 

donations to fulfill a maximum of two credits and only if all of the volunteer positions are fulfilled for the meet.  
 

I understand CGAC will bill $60 per volunteer credit that my family does not earn.  Billing will occur at the end of the Long Course season 

or upon withdrawal from the program, whichever comes first. 
 

By signing, I agree to the terms of volunteering and am aware of the fees that will be assessed if I am unable to earn the required 

volunteer credits (either through volunteering or other qualifying opportunity). 
 

I understand that if any changes are made to this contract, I will be notified via my current email address on file. 

 

Thank you for volunteering and supporting our swimmers and the Club! 
 

___________________________________________ 
Printed Name  
 

___________________________________________           ________________________________________ 
Signature       Date 

  


